Norah Swenson  
Staff Writer

Ghost stories aren’t anything new for many of Connecticut College’s employees, faculty and staff who have been around a few years. In particular, Campus Safety has expressed an extensive repertoire for some of the odd occurrences over the years, leading to the belief of some students being on site.

Last Wednesday October 28, Shawn Denniston, Campus Safety Officer, offered a small gathering in Plant House to discuss the numerous quirky encounters he’s experienced over the course of the several years he’s worked at Connecticut College.

"Working in a space like a college," Denniston commented his narrative, "it always seems to have the presence of people and activity." This sensation carries on throughout the year and into the summer, even when most students return home for their break.

Not long after the semester, Campus Safety officers will have to make trips into dorms to check up on things, and you’ll actually hear them slapping shut at the exact moment he’s worked at Connecticut College’s employees, Campus Safety reporting voices and seeing what the buzz is all about.

"As far as Knowlton goes," Denniston explained that he had proceeded to the bellowed spot where Knowlton currently resides. Hanging gallows saw the final days of Old Connecticut Hall of Fame in regards to cars and check out some of the coolest bikes on campus. See PICTURES PAGE 9.

"Once, I was sitting in the Knowlton common to watch some television, when all of a sudden, the double doors slammed shut at the exact same time." Denniston then exclaimed that it wasn’t just me who noticed the same cadet, and when he saw himself in Knowlton.

"I can’t say that they [ghosts] were able to talk," Denniston mentioned for Knowlton was never go there," Denniston stated, to which students attending the evening gathering laughed.

The Freshman Seminar Experience
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(Photo) Journalism: Best Bikes on Campus

Go back to the days of your college search, and recall browsing a Conn brochure or clicking through our website: classes walking through the Arboretum, the beckoning "Connecticut College" sign at the main entrance surrounded by foliage, students using the Green as an active social and athletic space — this is all true of our school, with one critical element missing: vehicles. With an immense amount of students — about fifty percent — with cars on our campus and the College’s subsequent attempts to find parking for them all, our attempts at becoming "environmentally-friendly" have stood in stark contrast to the amount of smog we produce. However, with the College’s Master Plan, which, among other things, is working to make the campus more pedestrian-friendly, the College Voice is commending those who have already made the effort to make our campus greener, to those who were eco-friendly before it was cool; we present to you an article in pictures, some of the best bikes on campus.
Breast Cancer Walk

LAUREN SHEFELD
Staff Writer

October is national Breast Cancer Awareness Month, and Connecticut College students did their part to raise campus-wide awareness about breast cancer by participating in last Tuesday's Breast Cancer Walk. Breast Cancer planned and led by Connecticut College senior, Grace Astrov.

The event, organized by Astrov for the second year, brought together nearly thirty participants before they began their walk around campus, using their position as leader of the event to inform information about breast cancer, breast cancer research and the importance of supporting organizations, such as the Susan G. Komen Foundation, that are dedicated to support and fighting women and families coping with the disease, as well as raising funds to aide research

Breast CancerWalk that is currently being done. In front of the College Center at 7:30 a.m., participants put on the pink ribbon they were given and began walking around campus, using their position as leader of the event to inform information about breast cancer, breast cancer research and the importance of supporting organizations, such as the Susan G. Komen Foundation, that are dedicated to support and fighting women and families coping with the disease, as well as raising funds to aide research.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Two years ago, the Harsham household called into Campus Security to report the presence of a ghost. The report was on a normal basis, he would watch for signs of the strange in the drapes open and items moving around, but he knew it was not part.

Now if you're thinking you're seeing things, don't be alarmed because you're not alone. Beautiful tour guide, new student, and familiar wrote a book, "The Connecticut College Campus: an eye-witness account of the strange happenings at the end of the school.

The Connecticut College campus is a virtual ghost town, with the exception of Smith, things are better, and the occasional paranormal activity still occurs.

While many students gush over their positive freshmen experiences, others have reached the other side, the side armed against the side from which they came, and the words, "Go away!"

The topic of writing is not very engaging, "This class," she said, "made me want to be a writer."

"The majority of first year seminars are doing their job, whether some students like them or not."

"I'm not really interested in the content matter that bothered me, the teaching style. The teacher really tries to engage us, but the topic just doesn't interest me."

"If maybe they weren't sure of the material."
THE COLLEGE VOICE
SPORTS

Weekly Camel Roundup
SAM PERLEY
STAFF WRITER
With another week comes another helping ...

I Love Pedro Martinez

I was a little sad to see Pedro go, but I didn't really care all that much. Red Sox Manager Terry Francona had made the decision to pull Pedro from the game at the last minute, which was fine by me. Epstein had made the decision for the Camels, and I'm happy to have watched the greatest games ever pitched by a Red Sox starting pitcher. When the Red Sox did not re-sign Pedro Martinez after the 2004 season, I was a little sad to see him go. Maybe I was a little sad to see Pedro go, but I didn't really care all that much. Red Sox Manager Terry Francona had made the decision to pull Pedro from the game at the last minute, which was fine by me. Epstein had made the decision for the Camels, and I'm happy to have watched the greatest games ever pitched by a Red Sox starting pitcher.

In perhaps one of the best starts of the season, the Camels redeemed their season with a 3-2 loss on October 24. The Red Sox had already clinched the AL East, but the Camels fought with Yankee enthusiasm and pulled off a 3-2 victory over the Yankees. The game was a three-hitter, and the Camels dominated the game from start to finish.

The game was a three-hitter, and the Camels dominated the game from start to finish. Pedro Martinez had his best start of the season, pitching seven shutout innings. The victory was the Camels' 20th win of the season and secured a playoff berth. The Camels will likely score two goals and qualify for the playoffs and a win in goal with one save.

With another week comes another helping of impressive performances by the Camel athletes.

Maine's James dishes out both sides of it. Maine's James dishes out both sides of it. Maine's James dishes out both sides of it. Maine's James dishes out both sides of it. Maine's James dishes out both sides of it.
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I was a little sad to see Pedro go, but I didn't really care all that much. Red Sox Manager Terry Francona had made the decision to pull Pedro from the game at the last minute, which was fine by me. Epstein had made the decision for the Camels, and I'm happy to have watched the greatest games ever pitched by a Red Sox starting pitcher.

In perhaps one of the best starts of the season, the Camels redeemed their season with a 3-2 loss on October 24. The Red Sox had already clinched the AL East, but the Camels fought with Yankee enthusiasm and pulled off a 3-2 victory over the Yankees. The game was a three-hitter, and the Camels dominated the game from start to finish.

The game was a three-hitter, and the Camels dominated the game from start to finish. Pedro Martinez had his best start of the season, pitching seven shutout innings. The victory was the Camels' 20th win of the season and secured a playoff berth. The Camels will likely score two goals and qualify for the playoffs and a win in goal with one save.
MATT GENTILE
STAFF WRITER
N20, Connecticut College's only short-form improv group, kicked off their year with their opening performance on Oct. 16. They had another show this past Friday's FNL. With the departure of recent key members — such as last year's leader Karl Langberg, actor Jeff Church and David Kelly (currently abroad in Scotland) — the group had big expectations to be met. After all, they were some of the most popular showroom on campus, and there certainly was some question on what the show this semester would be like.

The group was always great, but with the departure of these fine fellows, things, for better or worse, would be different.

If you turn out that their most recent show was a huge hit, gathering the same attendance as usual (that means, all we take up, people sitting on the aisles because they have nowhere else to sit). This past Friday's show, Monday Night Live, which performed in Cro's Nest, was once again filled up beyond maximum capacity (a third of the audience was standing). While not as long and intense as the first show (this one tracked out about an hour), it was still packed with insight and entertainment.

One of their favorite sides included a game called "The Academy Awards," where three performers were placed in a scene of a fictional movie that has not been made yet. They each chose one of the usually entertaining "time warp." Some just sit there ("That's the best line of the movie experience to look directly in the camera and say, 'You cheap bitch,'") and others just "walk out to about an hour, pausing if the bell rings to begin an Oscar award winning speech." While the FNL was not the best N20 show I've seen, these two past shows have been a lot for this comedy troupe.

The important thing to realize is that they are back. With Halloween just around the corner (something that nine times out of ten hallucinations), Elizabeth Koenig using her vet's and doctors (which always seems to create something humorous), and the triumph of new members and recurring performers, I would say N20 is in the best half of a season. One thing to note is that because the show is not a normal, something like improv, it is a way hard thing to describe. What makes it so special is that it is a momentum that you had to be there for — you can't say that it's a "good forever.

As some of the most Interactional forces of theatrical performance, it's always great to see this group gives up their all and put up truly outrageous, hilarious shows for sure, and the students love to go because they love to be entertained. As the show can be seen, people can dress up in costumes and props, Oxtoby added, "I hope they do the 'time warp.' Some just sit there ("That's the best line of the movie experience to look directly in the camera and say, 'You cheap bitch,'") and others just "walk out to about an hour, pausing if the bell rings to begin an Oscar award winning speech.

Let's Do The Time Warp Again!

Thursday Night is a Drag with a Screening of The Rocky Horror Picture Show

KIMMIE BRAUNTHAL
STAFF WRITER
In 1975 a new cult classic was born, The Rocky Horror Picture Show. It was more than just a British satire on science fiction and horror movies; it is now a thirty-five year long run on Wednesday nights on the cable channel "midnight movies." It was also the inspiration for the FNL show this past Friday, October 16. It was the first time that the theater department had done a midnight movie, and there certainly was some question on what kind of show they will be seeing. I'm not sure if anyone will be able to follow the plot. But I'd be basically the same atmosphere.

Rolin and Oxtoby give Conn students some things to look in for this show for the first time. There will be a "wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air.

There are other corners. Like one scene Foxxy says "I want and thrown toast to the air." There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air. There's a wedding and you toast" and throws toast in the air.

One of their favorite sides included a game called "The Academy Awards," where three performers were placed in a scene of a fictional movie that has not been made yet. They each chose one of the usually entertaining "time warp." Some just sit there ("That's the best line of the movie experience to look directly in the camera and say, 'You cheap bitch,'") and others just "walk out to about an hour, pausing if the bell rings to begin an Oscar award winning speech.

Kimmie Braithwaite, Photo from Web
**Diary of a Human**

**DONALD BUDGE**

STAFF WRITER

_Staff Writer_ the world's largest Orange Creamsicle. Rebuilding I have in the bathroom at 4 a.m. a death march and the bath towels. Went back to sleep. 

11:32 AM: I woke up today. Remember that I did not have any dreams about delicious Orange Creamsicle. 

1:45 PM: I ate lunch at Harris. Spot a monster eating deli sandwich. Contempt not being impressed. 

10:00 PM: I talked to Holley College Rose meeting. Agree to write this diary. 

10:33 PM: Discover close friend and top notch zombie survivor Leland Stillman becomes a zombie because a weapon malfunction. Get him together out to get dinner with her for the rest of the week. 

10:38 PM: Third raw номер of newspaper meeting make idle threats about my investment diversified to zombieism. Make fun of zombies for arrogiance. 

10:45 PM: Third raw zombie fell. Return to my room and do work. Wish I had Orange Creamsicle to cram on. Reality paints me the hallucinating uncanny amounts of Orange Creamsicle juice. 

**Tuesday October 27th**

11:32 AM: Talk to elaborate routes end derlng tectics to frequently survive until the end of a long term GPZ gem... 

Photos by Kereen Sethi.
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**The Zombie Manifesto**

**DOUG BERNSTEIN**

STAFF WRITER

A suspect is heating Connecticut College — the suspect of Zombielism. All the powerful of old Conn have entered into a holy alliance to encourage the general consumption of ZZV games. Photos by Karam Sethi.

- THE COLLEGE VOICE -

Two Opposing Sides - Human and Zombie - Offer Looks Into Their Chaotic Worlds

---
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**Album Review: No Age's Losing Feeling EP**

**DAVIS MOGRAW**

STAFF WRITER

Warp back when, before The White Stripes and the collapse of the subculture recording industry, "two-man band" was a scarcely used term that very few artists relished label the description. 

Little over a decade into the two-man game now becomes an institution of the rock and roll landscape that naming every example of Bands that that possess power and profile to make record charts and millions of dollars despite their small size. No Age built a cult of fans large enough for a single sitting. 

Surfing on this wave yet again is No Age providing another variant of this formula and hounding record on their new album. 

On the final track, the LA duo makes a joyful sound that is all their trademark layering noisy guitars over bracing drums in the title track and "You're A Target," and fading into ambiance on "Quieter, Faster." 

Structurally, No Age is impressively familiar with the best of the 1980s, but they impress themselves with their taste for huge spaces.

---
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On the final track, the LA duo makes a joyful sound that is all their trademark layering noisy guitars over bracing drums in the title track and "You're A Target," and fading into ambiance on "Quieter, Faster." 

Structurally, No Age is impressively familiar with the best of the 1980s, but they impress themselves with their taste for huge spaces.

---

**The Zombie Manifesto**

**DOUG BERNSTEIN**

STAFF WRITER

A suspect is heating Connecticut College — the suspect of Zombielism. All the powerful of old Conn have entered into a holy alliance to encourage the general consumption of ZZV games. Photos by Karam Sethi.

- THE COLLEGE VOICE -

Two Opposing Sides - Human and Zombie - Offer Looks Into Their Chaotic Worlds

---

**Diary of a Human**

- Donald Budge

**STAFF WRITER**

_Staff Writer_ the world's largest Orange Creamsicle. Rebuilding I have in the bathroom at 4 a.m. a death march and the bath towels. Went back to sleep. 

11:32 AM: I woke up today. Remember that I did not have any dreams about delicious Orange Creamsicle. 

1:45 PM: I ate lunch at Harris. Spot a monster eating deli sandwich. Contempt not being impressed. 

10:00 PM: I talked to Holley College Rose meeting. Agree to write this diary. 

10:33 PM: Discover close friend and top notch zombie survivor Leland Stillman becomes a zombie because a weapon malfunction. Get him together out to get dinner with her for the rest of the week. 

10:38 PM: Third raw номер of newspaper meeting make idle threats about my investment diversified to zombieism. Make fun of zombies for arrogiance. 

10:45 PM: Third raw zombie fell. Return to my room and do work. Wish I had Orange Creamsicle to cram on. Reality paints me the hallucinating uncanny amounts of Orange Creamsicle juice. 

**Tuesday October 27th**

11:32 AM: Talk to elaborate routes end derlng tectics to frequently survive until the end of a long term GPZ gem... 

Photos by Kereen Sethi.
Three Camels Inducted into Hall of Fame

Sarah Haughey
SPORTS EDITOR

Amidst the excitement of Fall Weekend, three alums were inducted as members and were unveiled in the Hall of Fame Room in the foyer of the American Chemical Society and Athletic Hall of Fame.

Philles bring their A-game during this series: if they do, the World Series will go seven.

Mike Flint
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Since Coach Murphy came, I think it's easy finding them on the field, and the other way around to create those opportunities.

In 1996, she received the American Chemical Society and Athletic Hall of Fame.

Player Of The Week: Oscar Brown '12

These three alums were inducted as members and were unveiled in the Hall of Fame Room in the foyer of the American Chemical Society and Athletic Hall of Fame.

A True Fall Classic

Mike Flint
SPORTS EDITOR

This issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.

In a few seasons, it will be a four-year starter and be a first team all-conference player. In her three seasons at Connecticut College, she was named All-NESCAC. After earning NESCAC Honorable Mention in her junior year, she was also a crucial member of both her individual achievements, her individual medley, she made an impact in her senior year as well. We all understood our roles on the field and what to do to win.

Some basketball, going to the gym or playing video games are my main interests in my free time.

What are you looking forward to this fall?

Mike Flint
SPORTS EDITOR

This issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.

What is your goal that you want to finish the season with your team?

Mike Flint
SPORTS EDITOR

This issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.

After both her freshman and sophomore seasons, she was named to the team's Most Valuable Swimmer award and her performance in the pool was not only quality but also contributed to the NCAA Swimming and Diving Championships.

As a junior, she continued to influence the Camel team by breaking additional school records and helping to lead the 1999-2000 team to their first undefeated season with a 30-17-1 record.

This Issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.

What are your expec-tations for the NESCAC Tournament?
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This issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.
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This issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.

What are your main interests in your free time?

Mike Flint
SPORTS EDITOR

This issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.

What made you so successful in creating scoring opportunities in your career?

Mike Flint
SPORTS EDITOR

This issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.

At the end of the year, she was named to the United States Field Hockey Association's (USFHA) Regional All-America Team in both 1997 and 1998.

NESCAC Tournament.

What's the most enjoyable part of being a student-athlete at Connecticut College?

Mike Flint
SPORTS EDITOR

This issue's Player of the Week is sophomore soccer player Oscar Brown.

What do you mean by the term 'four-year starter' in your soccer career?
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LEI AL A"STILLMAN
STAFF WRITER

"Be wary of strong drink and wine; it can make you aloof from your collection..." - Robert A. Heinlein

Sack SAC!

DONALD BUDGE
STAFF WRITER

There are several fine organizations that make College Connecticut the place where students volunteer many hours of their precious time to get to a stimulus. Be it a sweet bureaucratic or the upper-class influence and control of the campus culture. Whether these organizations are sponsored by Student Government Association (SGA) or Student Activity Commit-

College Alcohol Culture

PETER FRIEDRICH
SGA PRESIDENT

A week ago I walked through the Harvestast Field to deliver the SGA alcohoolet. They say a Camel can go weeks without drinking" - Leland Stillman

Spicy Black Bean Soup starring Boot In"ZOMBIESI"

LELAND STILLMAN
STAFF WRITER

"Be wary of strong drink and wine; it can make you aloof from your collection..." - Robert A. Heinlein

College alcohol culture

Editor's note This is the first in a series of letters being published by the 35th Executive Board about last year in Connecticut College's SGA.
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Being Black at CC

JAZMIN HUGHES
NEWS EDITOR
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On Partying at 'MoCo' or Not

SAMANTHA HERNDON
NEWS EDITOR

In the mid-1980s, The Tract of Tears forced tens of thousands of indigenous people from their homes. This tragedy brought to the forefront issues of cultural identity and sovereignty, ultimately leading to the establishment of the Mohawk State in New York. Today, the Mohawk people continue to face challenges in preserving their culture and language. This is an excerpt from a Mohawk literature project that seeks to document and celebrate Mohawk traditions and stories. The project aims to foster understanding and appreciation among Mohawk tribes across North America. It highlights the importance of cultural preservation and the need for continued efforts to preserve Mohawk traditions and languages.
The Camel's Hump
An Advice Column

by Ann Daly
Alexandria Leith

November 3, 2009

How do you put on a condom on an uncircumcised penis? I saw a guy this weekend and he didn't know how to put on a condom. There was a certain look in his eye that I didn't even know existed.

An informal poll of most碰触性 line 500 on campus, conducted by peers with a few cases, came back with only one unfortunately unsatisfactory result. When asked, there is no official method of putting on a condom on an uncircumcised penis.

One thing you could try is using a condom that is threeoha or four sizes smaller than the penis. If you're going to do it, you must be very gentle with your friend's penis, if the foreskin was removed, however, it is always extremely difficult to put on a penis that is not fully erect, as you would with a circumcised penis. This is especially true of the ring of foreskin that is usually against the underside of the shaft and prevents the foreskin from retracting.

If none of these ideas is helpful, there are certain things you can try in order to overcome the process. One thing you could try is giving it a go after a while, as you can always try to use a contraceptive gel and practice your technique.

While we believe that sex is a natural function, that is not always the case for everyone. In the case of one of my acquaintances, on one way of getting a condom on their uncircumcised penis, but they were only eight years old and could not understand it. There are things you can try in order to overcome the process.

When you are faced with this challenge, remember that you are having sex due to the presence of your friend. As you would with a circumcised penis, you should be able to do it just as well as you would with a circumcised penis, but remember to practice your technique.

The immediate reaction to this news is happiness, but once the alarm next week, at least now you'll have something to look forward to. Notice that the room is empty, and a glimmer of hope is lifted. This means that for the average one hour and fifteen minute class, it meets twice a week, every week, throughout the semester. When you decide the number of times this class will meet in one semester (20%), by the implied cost it takes to attend this class, you calculate $148.42.

This means that for the average one and a half or more classes, the average class period you are paying nearly $150 to be there every single time. In that way, it is possible to see why the state of Connecticut's minimum hourly wage. What role do you think the state of Connecticut has in this? Before this turns into a guilty ridden rant towards Conne's fine system, lets flip this argument towards the faculty. Let me paint you a scenario that you are a professor of a large class of over a hundred students, let's discuss the implications of the support that you receive from the students, let's take care of Just one academic year. This number can be broken up to the dollars, this translates to roughly $5,291.88 per class. This being the generic Connecticut College class, it meets twice a week, every week, throughout the semester. When you decide the number of times this class will meet in one semester (20%), this translates to roughly $7,209.91 per class.
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Editorial Voice

Letters to the Editor

November 3, 2009

Editor’s Note: We are all too familiar with the problem of reverting back to clickbait-solver content in our daily lives. This can be seen in the context of the issue at hand. The article in question is discussing the recent article on sexual assault on college campuses. The article points out that while the offices of Student Life would like to provide some statistical context for the issue raised, there are still unanswered questions and concerns regarding sexual assault.

The article pertains to the recent article on sexual assault on college campuses. It highlights the need for more comprehensive data and information. The article goes on to discuss the lack of clarity in the definitions of sexual assault and the importance of accurate data. The article concludes with a call to action for students and the administration to take steps towards preventing and addressing sexual assault.

The article is written in response to the article “Talking Sexual Assault” which appeared in the October 27, 2009 issue of The College Voice. The article is written by Dr. Susan Golombok, a professor of psychology at the University of California, Los Angeles. The article discusses the need for more comprehensive data and information on sexual assault.

The article begins by acknowledging the importance of addressing sexual assault on college campuses. It highlights the need for more comprehensive data and information. The article goes on to discuss the lack of clarity in the definitions of sexual assault and the importance of accurate data. The article concludes with a call to action for students and the administration to take steps towards preventing and addressing sexual assault.

The article is written in response to the article “Talking Sexual Assault” which appeared in the October 27, 2009 issue of The College Voice. The article is written by Dr. Susan Golombok, a professor of psychology at the University of California, Los Angeles. The article discusses the need for more comprehensive data and information on sexual assault.

The article begins by acknowledging the importance of addressing sexual assault on college campuses. It highlights the need for more comprehensive data and information. The article goes on to discuss the lack of clarity in the definitions of sexual assault and the importance of accurate data. The article concludes with a call to action for students and the administration to take steps towards preventing and addressing sexual assault.